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POLICY FREE RAPID DEPLOYMENT CLOUD NATIVEDOESN’T BLOCK USERS

One solution to safeguard 
corporate data against 
data loss, leak, misuse 
and theft.

• Detect insider threat

•  Help satisfy regulatory 

compliance

•  Speed incident response

Collection
Automatically collects and stores every version of every file across all  
endpoints, and indexes all file activity across endpoints and cloud.

Monitoring
Provides visibility into files being moved by users to external hard drives or 
shared via cloud services, such as Microsoft OneDrive or Google Drive.

Investigation
Helps quickly triage and prioritize data threats by searching file activity  
across cloud services and all endpoints, even when they are offline.

Preservation
Retains files for any number of employees, for as long as the files are needed 
to satisfy data retention requirements related to compliance or litigation.

Recovery
Rapidly retrieves one file, multiple files or all files on a device even when  
the device is offline, or in the event files are deleted, corrupted or ransomed.

http://www.code42.com
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Code42 is the leader in data loss protection, visibility and recovery solutions. Native to the cloud, the Code42® Next-Gen Data Loss Protection (Code42 Next-Gen DLP) solution, rapidly detects insider threats, satisfies regulatory compliance requirements and speeds incident response — 
all without lengthy deployments, complex policy management or blocks on user collaboration. Because the solution collects and indexes every version of every file, it offers total visibility and recovery of data — wherever it lives and moves. Security, IT and compliance professionals can 
protect endpoint and cloud data from loss, leak and theft while maintaining an open and collaborative culture for employees. Backed by security best practices and control requirements, Code42 Next-Gen DLP also preserves files for compliance and can be configured for GDPR, HIPAA, 
PCI and other regulatory frameworks. More than 50,000 organizations worldwide, including the most recognized brands in business and education, rely on Code42 to safeguard their ideas. For more information, visit code42.com, read Code42’s blog or follow the company on Twitter.

CODE42 OVERVIEW

OUR CUSTOMERS

“ Code42 helps us capture and back up all 
information in our organization. Not only 
does it defend us from data loss incidents, 
but also from data exfiltration. We have a 
lot of IP, like our drawings, and sensitive 
information, like cost of goods and vendor 
lists. Code42 helps us protect our IP and 
ensure that it’s not walking out the door.”

– Flow International

“ Through one holistic view, the solution 
gives us near real-time visibility to 
where data lives and moves across 
all endpoints. We sped up our time-
to-response for a wide range of cyber 
threats. It’s a game changer for security 
professionals.” 

– Entrust Datacard

“ Code42 is completely automatic, it’s rock-
solid and it gives IT the transparency and 
ease of use that is critical for ensuring 
complete data protection.” 

– Boston University

AWARDS

2018 SC Awards Europe

Best Data Leakage  
Prevention Solution

Cyber Defense Magazine  
2018 InfoSec Award

Hot Company:  
Insider Threat Detection  

Cutting Edge:  
Endpoint Security

2018 Fortress Cyber Security Awards

Threat Detection

Info Security PG’s 2018  
Global Excellence Awards

Security Products and Solutions  
for the Enterprise, Gold  
Endpoint Security, Silver

2018 Golden Bridge Award

Innovations in Technology  
for Security Software, Bronze

CODE42  
QUICK FACTS

Founded 2001

Locations  
Minneapolis (HQ) 
Denver 
Washington, D.C. 
London 
Munich

Customers include:

50,000+  
organizations worldwide

7 of the world’s 10 
largest tech companies

13 of the world’s 20 
most valuable brands

7 of the 8  
Ivy League schools
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